
Our growing company is looking for a manager, technical program management. If
you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of
qualifications below.

Responsibilities for manager, technical program management

Preparing for and representing GPO in the product platform reviews, and the
product development and launch reviews at various phases
Collaborate with leaders within GPO to organize, prioritize, communicate,
execute, and report on their roadmaps and projects
Leading program definition, planning, and execution of assigned GPO and
PMO programs, ensuring critical success factors are defined and monitored
and the business objectives are achieved
Presenting program status on a regular basis to senior executives
Work with AWS product managers and customers to understand the business
requirements and translate these requirements into technical/functional
specifications
Work with AWS engineering managers to coordinate the technical
development effort, track/drive the project, and manage the operational
implementation process
Lead the team roadmap and prioritization activities
Drive a culture of continuous improvement inside and outside the
department, where “great is not good enough”
You will partner with members of the engineering and product teams to
develop and deliver technical solutions along with design and architecture
discussions of complex problems
You will work closely with product team, architects and engineers to produce
the functional specification in the form of user stories

Example of Manager, Technical Program Management
Job Description
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PMP or Prince2 Practitioner
Own customer segments/business units and drive execution of a
comprehensive strategy and program for accomplishing a full migration from
our legacy systems to our new platform
Work closely with the software development teams that own these tools and
services to drive the right requirements, features and user experience
changes to be successful
Proven ability to influence senior leadership (Director/VP/SVP) level
Work with a small team (about 4 Sr
Minimum 8 years of relevant experience with a BS degree in Computer
Science, Engineering, another related field or it's equivalent


